
AP BIOLOGY LAB REPORT INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Title and date of the lab 

Fill out the top portion of your notebook on the first page of each report.  Be sure to have your name 

clearly identified, and your group member names written below.  Titles should be descriptive. 

Ex: The effect of caffeine on the rate of metamorphosis in Monarch Butterflies. 

 

Question 

Think about the objective(s) for the lab.  Ask a scientific question that your experiment will answer.  

Questions should be as specific as possible. 

Ex: How does the amount of caffeine affect the rate of metamorphosis in Monarch Butterflies? 

 

Hypothesis 

 A hypothesis is a proposed explanation for your observations.  It is often a short statement that, when 

made on the basis of established facts, can be used to guide your investigation. 

 Ex: Caffeine is a central nervous system stimulant that increases metabolism. 

 

 Prediction statement (sometimes called Research Hypothesis) 

A prediction statement is a tentative declaration, made beforehand, that tells or estimates what is 

expected to happen.  This statement should be in the following format: 

“If (hypothesis) and (method), then (prediction)” 

You can also include a few sentences of explanation behind your prediction.   

Ex: If caffeine is a central nervous system stimulant, and I give Monarch caterpillars different 

amounts of caffeine, then the caterpillars given caffeine will undergo metamorphosis at a faster rate. 

 

Null Hypothesis (symbol H0) 
The null hypothesis states that there is no relationship between the tested variables.  A null hypothesis 

is a statistical hypothesis that is tested for possible rejection under the assumption that it is true.  Since 

the null hypothesis is tested for rejection, be sure to use the phrases “has been rejected” or “we have 

failed to reject” when discussing the null hypothesis in your conclusion. 

Ex:  Caffeine has no effect on the rate of metamorphosis in butterflies.  

Or All caterpillars will undergo metamorphosis at the same rate, regardless the amount of caffeine 

they are given. 

 

Independent Variable 

  

Dependent Variable 

 

Controlled Variables (constants) 

 

Control Group 

 

Materials and Methods (Experimental Design) 

 

Materials and setup: Brief list of important materials.  Sketch confusing/elaborate 

apparatus setups when necessary.   

 

Procedures:   

For sections where the procedure is provided to you: 

Summarize the procedure.  You don’t need to copy them step by step, but include 

enough information so it’s clear that you know what you will be doing. 

For inquiry sections:  

Provide a detailed procedure.  List and number your procedures and how you will 

conduct the lab.  This should be easy to follow and would be easy for another student 

to reproduce.  Include quantities, units of measurement, time, repeated trials, etc.  

 



Results 

Data Tables:  Create data tables to record your data in an organized fashion throughout the lab.  This includes 

quantitative AND qualitative data.  Be sure to label units! 

 

Lab Notes:  Leave yourself an area to write down any observations, happenstance occurrences, sources of 

error or other note-worthy events that may happen in the course of the lab. 

 

Graphs: 
**You must use graph paper for graphs.  If your log book is lined paper, then do the graph elsewhere 

and tape it in.** 

Use the data tables to create meaningful graphs whenever possible.  These graphs will typically be line graphs 

with time or the independent variable on the x-axis and the dependent variable on the y-axis.  Use a ruler to 

draw straight lines and don’t forget a title for your graph.   

 

 Conclusion 

Analysis:  Link your hypothesis, prediction, reasoning, and this analysis together.  Use your brain, your book 

and your notes to analyze your results.  You should NOT simply say what the results are.  I am looking for you 

to understand WHY that occurred.  What are the biological explanations?  Or what are the reasons for 

unexpected results?   

**If your results are different from what should have happened, explain why it is different and propose 

some reasons as to why you got unexpected results** 

 

Sources of Error:  This is a continuation of your analysis that focuses on how reliable/correct your data is.  

Identify what the expected results of the lab were and whether or not the observed results matched the 

expected results.  Were differences due to error in method or reasoning? 

 

Conclusion statement:  According to your data, do you support or reject your research hypothesis?  

Remember, if you reject your research hypothesis, you could have failed to reject your null hypothesis. 

 

Questions   
At times, I will give you specific questions to answer for the lab.  Write these out at the end of the lab.  Be sure 

to either write in complete sentences or copy the question and then answer it. 
 

  

 

LAB REPORT GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

 Scientists’ notebooks are legal documents, can be used in a 

court of law.  Let’s say you discovered the cure for cancer 

first – two days before your rival.  How are you going to 

prove it?  Your notebook. 

 Be very particular about your labs and notebook.  Write 

down everything – no matter how insignificant it seems at the 

time.  Rosalind Franklin wrote a note to herself, “possible 

DNA structure” in her notebook BEFORE Watson & Crick!  

 Use pen – preferably blue/black ink.   

 Do not skip pages in your notebook. 

 Do not erase/scribble out ANYTHING.  If you make a 

mistake or do not want a portion graded, just draw a line 

through it.  Don’t be embarrassed about mistakes – some of 

the greatest discoveries in science were 

mistakes….penicillin… 

 You are always welcome to staple/tape pictures/data 

tables/graphs/etc to your notebook pages. 

 


